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CHOCOLATE CHIP | GRAND PAPA

CHOCOLATE 
LOVERS

This cookie has a mix of melt-in-your-mouth 
flavors making this a delicious take on a 
timeless classic.

TRIPLE CHOCOLATE | UNCLE JEFF
Love chocolate but not nuts? This cookie has 
all of the chewy goodness of a brownie 
without the nuts.

WHITE CHOC. CRAN | MOMMA KAT 
Sweetened with cranberries and white 
chocolate, this thick and soft cookie is an 
all-around crowd favorite.

PEANUT BUTTER CRUNCH | UNCLE JOHN 

NUTTY
GOODNESS

This peanut butter cookie takes you back to 
your childhood...soft, chewy cookies that 
come with a hint of crunch.

NUTTY BROWNIE | BROWN OWL
A mix of semi-sweet, dark and special dark 
chocolate creates chocolatey chocolate gold 
with a side of walnuts.

WHITE MACADAMIA NUT | POP MELVIN
The union of this buttery flavored macadamia 
nut along with white chocolate makes these 
Pop Melvin cookies a winning treat.

APPLE PIE | JACQ JACQ

SOUTHERN 
INSPIRED

Cinnamon and nutmeg layered with apple 
goodness and sweetness combine for this 
wonderful taste of the South. 

PINEAPPLE | AUNT MARY LEE

PEACH COBBLER | BROWN MOMMA

FEATURED COOKIE:
APPLE PIE

CHOC. PEANUT BUTTER CUP 
This layered cookie has our peanut butter 
cookie on the bottom and triple chocolate on 
the top.

CHOC. CHIP + BROWNIE | BROOKIE
Our brookie has just the right amount of 
sweetness and is a mix of our chocolate chip 
and our nutty brownie cookies. 

SUGAR COOKIE | SHUG CAKE

Our Aunt Mary Lee cookie is cake-like and 
combines pineapple goodness with the 
yumminess of coconut. 

More cobbler than cookie, this peach delight 
has just the right mix of brown rum, bourbon 
and peaches.

Sugar cookies are the best cookies: simple, 
down-home and good…just like my Grandma 
Mae.

As the leaves start to turn colors and fall from the trees ushering in autumn, the 
anticipation of warm apple pie cooling on the windowsill fills our hearts. 
Fortunately, you can enjoy that great dessert in cookie form with our apple pie 
cookie. 

Cinnamon and nutmeg layered with apple goodness and sweetness combine 
for this wonderful taste of the South. Just like our sweet Jackie, you can never 
have too much of this appley cookie with a touch of pie goodness on top.

We are home bakers sel l ing our biscuit thick cookies in 
6-packs for $14.50 or 12-packs for $28. Select your f lavor and cookie pack size.

follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter
ph: 336-446-9095

All cookies made in a facility with nuts.


